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WARRAWEE UBEAUT TRIES TO STAY PERFECT IN SATURDAY’S PA SIRE STAKE 

Warrawee Ubeaut is a Sweet Lou half-brother to Warrawee Needy, who earned more than $1.25 million and for 
several years shared the record of fastest race mile ever, 1:46.4. When trainer Ron Burke saw her walk through the 
ring at the 2017 Lexington Selected Yearling Sale, he knew he had to have her. 
 
“When we raced ‘Lou,’ Warrawee Needy was his big nemesis,” Burke says. “For us, it just seemed natural that we 
own her.” 
 
Burke Racing Stable, Phil Collura, J&T Silva-Purnel&Libby and Weaver Bruscemi LLC gave $70,000 for the 
daughter of Great Memories — and she’s returning the favor. Saturday at The Meadows, Warrawee Ubeaut will try 
to extend her career unbeaten streak to four in the Meadow Cheer, a $180,122 Pennsylvania Sires Stake for 
freshman filly pacers. She’ll leave from post 4 in the first race with Yannick Gingras piloting. 
 
Warrawee Ubeaut has won her three starts, including two PASS splits, in cookie-cutter fashion: grab a good early 
seat, quarter-pole to the top, coast home in 1:52 and change. Burke knows that as the races get tougher, she 
won’t always be able to follow that script. 
 
“I’m looking forward to the day she gets in with better horses and can race a different way,” says Burke, who trains 
last year’s freshman filly champion, Youaremycandygirl. “We all feel she can be better out of a hole.  She’s eligible 
to every big stake. I have to start counting starts with her and make sure I don’t over-race her this year. The 
optimal number would be 10, but she’ll probably end up with more than that because I’m greedy.” 
 
Burke sends four other fillies into the Meadow Cheer, including Sylph Hanover (race 3, post 3, Matt Kakaley) a 
Somebeachsomewhere-She’s A Fan daughter who’s finished in the money in each of her four outings.  “She hit a 
knee last week; I don’t think that’s a blip on the screen for her. Her talent level is not far behind ‘Ubeaut.’ She’s 
had a couple tougher trips, but she really is a top, top filly.” 
 
Last Tuesday, Burke collected career training win 9,000, and he took a few minutes from his hectic schedule to 
reflect on that achievement.  “Unless something goes wrong, 10,000 will be cool. Who could imagine that we 
would double our annual win total? I can’t say I ever saw that coming. 
 
“The affiliation with Mark Weaver took us to the next level. His whole job is adding horses to the barn. I don’t like 
to do that, but Mark lives for it. I never want to let any of my staff go, so we need more horses for those guys to 
have jobs.” 
 
Burke notes that he and Hall of Fame driver David Miller have each surpassed $200 million in career purses. 
 
“I bet him that I would get to $300 million first. Then I said, ‘who are we kidding? In a few years, we’ll probably be 
looking at results from some county fair to see which of us got checks.’” 

 
  



 
 

 
RACE 1 – MEADOW CHEER PACE 
 
1 – TREACHEROUS REIGN – Comes off a very fast win last time, but did receive a pretty good trip in the 
pocket.  Has now won 2 of 3 lifetime, and certainly could work out another pocket trip today.   
 
2 – ROCKN PHILLY – No worse than second in any of her lifetime starts, she put in a particularly strong 
effort last time from post 7 at Pocono.  Drew clear in the stretch for an easy win.  Hasn’t gone faster than 
1:53 yet, however, while a couple of others in here have shown more speed.  She will be tested today.   
 
3 – BLUE IVY – Was set to make a local appearance on Adios Day but was scratched, then returned last 
week at Pocono and was clearly a step or two short.  Took the lead in the last turn but faded to third 
late.  Still, given the fact that she had missed a start, it was a good effort, and she has reason to improve 
a bit today.   
 
4 – WARRAWEE UBEAUT – She has been dominant in all of her lifetime appearances, and will likely be 
the favorite to win again today.  She is clearly one of the top fillies in the state so far, and could very well 
be one of the best in the nation.   
 
5 – PASSPORT HANOVER – Hasn’t been better than 5th so far, so while she’s put in some decent miles, 
she has the look of a longshot in here today.   
 
6 – SWEET LUCY LOU – Comes off a career-best second place finish, but hasn’t shown the speed of 
some others in here.  Her best bet today will likely be to sit at the back of the pack and try to pass a 
horse or two late.  Palone chose this one over #5. 
 
 
SELECTIONS:   4-1-2 
 

  



 
RACE 2 – 20,000 CD CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – TRIXIE DUST – Drops to a conditioned claimer today for the first time in a while.  She bounced back 
from a break two starts ago with a good third place finish last time, so she’s worth a long look in her 
today.   
 
2 – ALMIROLA HANOVER – Drops to the claimer from NW5 this week, after a fourth place finish.  Was 
sitting second over with a good trip but couldn’t quite reach late, losing a couple of positions in the 
stretch.  The class drop could be enough to put this one in the winner’s circle today.   
 
3 – STRITCH – Parked last time in her first start in over three months, so you can’t read much from that 
mile.  Should improve a bit today with the addition of Lasix, but she will likely be one of the higher 
priced horses in here. 
 
4 – MY COUSIN VINNIE – Moves up in class this week after back to back wins, one here and one at 
Pocono.  He’s a closer, so he’ll be hoping for others to set quick fractions in here.  It is of note that 
Wilder chose this one over #5 today.   
 
5 – PEMBROKE MORGAN – A proven winner in this class, posting a win three starts ago.  Finished 8th 
the following start, then took three weeks off and came back last time with a much improved effort.  He’s 
a factor in here today.  Wilder chose off this one, but Gingras takes the call.   
 
6 – INVESTED IN LINDY – Moves up in class after a pocket-trip to the winner’s circle last time.  His gate 
speed always makes him a factor.  Shows one previous start in this class, a 4th place finish only a length 
and a half behind the winner, so he can definitely handle the class jump today.   
 
7 – SCHWARBER – Changes classes today after his best finish since arriving from Illinois.  He came from 
ninth to get fourth on Monday, so hopefully it’s a sign that he’s on the improve.   
 
8 – MIDNIGHT ZETTE – Won his first local start in the NW5 class, then tried a much tougher group last 
week.  Only lost by 5 lengths in the higher level, but this week is dropped in class.  Should be a top 
choice in here despite the post.  He’ll likely use his gate speed and try to get to the front early.   
 
9 – SWAN’S WHEY – Draws the worst post for the second straight week. Passed a few horses last time 
and managed a sixth place finish, the same result the previous time the horse drew post 9.   Also moves 
up in class this week despite still fitting the 17,000 level   

 
 
SELECTIONS:  1-8-5-2 
 

  



 
RACE 3 – MEADOW CHEER PACE 
 
1 – PHILLY HANOVER – Had a bad post last time and rallied late, making a three-wide move into the 
third quarter.  Paced a fast final quarter in order to get fifth, so she can be a factor here thanks to a much 
better post this week.  Tetrick chose this one over #2, which should also be noted.  
 
2 – SWEETER LULU – Showed a huge closing kick in her first local appearance.  She paced a sub-1:52 
mile last time at Pocono, and can be a big factor here.  This is also the best post position she’s had in 
her career so far.   
 
3 – SYLPH HANOVER – She cut the fractions last time, and was just caught late and prevented from 
taking a 1:51.1 mark.  She won her last local appearance, and is likely the one to beat today.   
 
4 – ODDS ON NAPLES – Has yet to get a win, but has been competitive in all of her starts.  However, 
she may be a step or two behind the top fillies in here today, so while she could hit the trifecta ticket, 
she would be a longer shot to win.   
 
5 – SWEET CHROME – Won a PA AllStar stake at Poonco in mid-July, but since then has been far back, 
so she has the look of a longshot in here this week.  
 
6 – TWIN B SONYA – Finished 4th last week, sitting a patient trip to the half before making a move.  
She’ll likely try that same route today.  Her best career finish was in a NW2, so she faces a tough task in 
here this afternoon.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-2-4 
 

  



 
 
RACE 4 – MEADOW CHEER PACE 
 
1 – SHE’S ALLRIGHT – Was bet to 1-5 last time and made a break in the final turn.  She was undefeated 
prior to that start, so you have to give her a pass on last week’s miscue and try her again.   
 
2 – ART LECTURE – Has had bad posts the last three starts.  Last time she took to the back of the pack, 
but today may try to return to her front-running type of racing style.  She finished a good second here 
for Merriman in the first round of sire stakes, so she’s not out of the question to be a competitor today.   
 
3 – STONEBRIDGE SOUL – Went to the front early last week, but was quickly overtaken and just wasn’t 
able to catch the leaders coming home.  Still, she paced in 1:52.1, and has gone faster in every single 
start than the previous effort.  She is progressing well and could be a factor here if she can out-leave the 
inside two horses.   
 
4 – UNDEFIABLE – Has now won 2 in a row in Canada, and has earned a chance to make her US stake 
debut.  The McIntosh Stable has won plenty of stakes here before, including this season, so they likely 
wouldn’t be sending her here today if they didn’t believe she could be competitive.   
 
5 – BESTSELLER HANOVER – She went right to the front in her Meadows debut on July 7 and never 
looked back.  She has plenty of talent, and she’ll be one of the top choices in here today.  Her only loss 
was to Warrawee Ubeaut, who is perhaps the top filly in the state so far.   
 
6 – PACE BABY PACE – She has yet to crack the top three in three career starts, and gets a tougher post 
position today.  She will be a higher price in here.   
 
7 – CREW SOCK HANOVER – This one has won 5 of 7 so far this year, but her only two losses were in 
this class, the top level PA Sire Stake.  She has finished 4th and 5th in her two efforts.  The most likely 
route for her will be to sit at the back early and try to pass a few horses late, as she did here on July 7.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   5-1-4-3  



 
RACE 5 – NW 3 PACE 
 
1 – WHOS BETTER – Has been a beaten favorite twice in the last three starts, but today he gets a much 
better post position.  He may not get the early lead, but look for him to try to work his way to the front 
near the first quarter.   
 
2 – BACKYWARD SWAGGER – Spent much of the race on the outside in his local debut last week.  
Should be much better in his second local start, especially with an inside post.   
 
3 – MARVALOUS ARTIST – Sold privately since his last start, this one joins the Burke Stable today and 
will draw plenty of attention.  Moves up in class, but is coming off a win, and has 18 lifetime victories so 
he knows how to get the job done.  He can definitely win despite the class jump.   
 
4 – HOBGOBLIN – Another one that moves up in class this week, he’s raced well in both starts since 
returning from a couple of months off.  Has now been on the board in five of six seasonal starts, so he’s 
definitely earned a shot at the higher purse today.   
 
5 – DOO WOP WEST – Comes off a stake win in Ohio last time, so he’s definitely racing well.  However, 
he has only three lifetime starts, and this is a tough spot for a horse with so little experience.  He’s the 
only two-year-old in the field.   
 
6 – SO CONFUSED – Returns to The Meadows today after a couple of starts in Ohio.  Has added Lasix 
since we last saw him a month ago.  Gets a class drop this week, but nearly won here in higher levels 
before heading west.  Definitely can win this race today.   
 
7 – JUSTWIGGLEIT – Moved up to this level last week and was sent off as a 16-1 longshot.  Got away 
close but lost ground and positions in the stretch.  Will need a quicker final quarter this week.   
 
8 – NATURALLY BAD – Another one that has been sold since his most recent start, joining the Simpson 
Stable today.  Has gate speed, but so do a few others in here so the big question is whether or not this 
one will challenge early.  He’s also moving up in class from conditioned claimers this week.   
 
9 – TSM GANNICUS T – Jumps in class and gets the worst post today.  Comes off a victory, which 
followed a scratch, so it was a very good mile last time, but he’ll likely bring a price today.   
 

 
SELECTIONS:   6-1-3-8 
 

  



 
RACE 6 – NW 5 TROT 
 
1 – RIPPED UP – A winner in this class last week, she’s now on 6 times this year.  There’s no question 
she’s a big factor in here again today.   
 
2 – KRISTY’SGINGERGAL – Another one that’s very sharp right now, she moves up in class after winning 
two straight in lower levels.  She’ll likely get away mid-pack, and could end up with a good second-over 
cover trip behind #1 Ripped Up.   
 
3 – ENVY HANOVER – Comes off a scratch, and hasn’t raced since July 27.  May not be 100% sharp 
today, but does come off a 1:56.2 line the last time she raced.  She has plenty of closing speed, so if 
she’s ready, look for her to try to get into the outside flow past the half.   
 
4 – PICK UP THE TAB – Newcomer from Northfield has been racing against lower levels, so this is a 
significant step up in class today.  He will be a longshot.   
 
5 – MEME HANOVER – Got away closer to the front last time and only lost by 2 ½ lengths.  Could be on 
the board in here with the right trip.  If everyone else tries to get to the outside early, he may be able to 
ride the inside and pick up some ground.   
 
6 – MS MULLEN – Moves up from claimers this week after a 5th place finish, but she does show a win 
three starts ago.  Still, this class is tougher than the one she beat, so she’ll bring a bit of a price in here.   
 
7 – ODD BALL – Dominated the competition in NW4 in his local debut.  Stepped up to this level last 
time and was bet to 1-5, but never got a chance to race as he made a break behind the gate.  If you 
liked him last week…and I did…you have to give him one more shot.   
 
8 – MASSIVE RISK – She runs hot and cold, and is certainly hot right now with two straight wins.  Moves 
up in class out of claimers today, but with the right trip, she can certainly be right there with this group.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  7-1-5-8 
 

  



 
 
RACE 7 – NW 7500 PACE 
 
1 – PRINCE CLYDE – He’s hard to pick against after reeling off an 11-length win in the same class last 
week.  And he didn’t even get to start on the gate, so he paced his mile under 1:51 last week.  Moves to 
the front row this week.   
 
2 – HILLBILLYFAIRYTALE – Changes classes this week after an 8th place finish last week. Faces some 
older horses in here, so this is definitely a tough spot for him.   
 
3 – NATHAN FEELSGOOD – He was second to #1 Prince Clyde last week, so while he was far back from 
that one, he was the best of the rest of the field last time, and that was his first start in the Collins barn.  
He should be a factor again today, as he has been in all of his recent starts.   
 
4 – P H KENNY – He was parked for the mile and still finished 4th last week, a very impressive effort.  
Made a 3-wide move down the backstretch as well.  He can contend again, especially with a cleaner trip 
this week.   
 
5 – JD’S MACCA LODGE – Won here in 1:49.4 a couple of months ago, but has changed hands since 
then and just hasn’t come back to that.  He’s been pacing consistently in the 1:53-1:54 range, and has 
been racing against tougher horses at Yonkers.  He makes this race a bit tougher to handicap. 
 
6 – HUDSONANDBERNARD – A pure closer, if others set quick fractions up front, he’ll be one of the 
horses passing them late.  He was too far back last time, and couldn’t catch the frontrunners despite 
another strong final quarter mile.   
 
7 – J T – Paced a good mile last time in his first start back after a couple of months off.  He should 
improve this week.   
 
8 – LIBERAL – Lost by 20 lengths last time so he will likely be a longshot today, especially with an 
outside post position.   
 
9 – JUMPIN JAKE FLASH – Went to the front early last time and was up close through a fast half.  Made 
a second move in the third quarter but couldn’t clear to the lead, and faded to a 33.4 final quarter.  He’ll 
need a more conservative route today.   
 
10 – MYKINDACHIP – Former top-level pacer is now 0-for-10 this year, and returns today after two 
months off.  He qualified well on a track listed “good” but will likely need a start or two.   

 
 
SELECTIONS:   1-4-6-3 
 

  



 
RACE 8 – NW 11,500 PACE 
 
1 – FREEDOMFORMYSOUL – Will draw some attention today for two reasons.  One, he paced in 1:51.1 
last time at Northfield, and two, he’s getting a bit of a class drop.  The stable only has one local win so 
far this year, but many bettors will be counting on this one to be competitive today.   
 
2 – ATTA BOY DAN – One of the top pacers here a couple of seasons ago, he’s just getting back in 
shape after missing a lot of time.  He paced in 1:52.3 last week and only lost by 2 lengths, so he 
definitely could improve enough today to be on the ticket.   
 
3 – DAPPER DUDE – He hasn’t won in a while, but he’s the one to beat again today.  He’s been a beaten 
favorite three times lately, but it’s not for lack of effort.  He seems to have someone rough him up just 
enough every week.  If he can get an easier first half today, they won’t catch him coming home.   
 
4 – ROYALTYHASARRIVED – He’s had a lot of success in this level in the past, but his last two starts leave 
him as a bit of a mystery today.  He makes the race a little tougher to handicap.   
 
5 – KNOCKING AROUND – Purely a closer, he’s coming off a very solid second place finish last time.  
Look for a more conservative route again today, especially with Dapper Dude to his left at the gate.   
 
6 – IMIDEAL HANOVER – Won in a lower level two starts ago, and held his own in this group last week, 
finishing third.  He has gate speed and closing ability.  The big question is whether or not he wants to go 
up against Dapper Dude early or late.   
 
7 – ONE BAD NIGHT – Last week was his best in a month, and off that line I’m thinking he may try to 
challenge early today. His two wins in recent weeks came when he used gate speed, so today may be a 
good opportunity to test the waters again.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-7-1-2 
 

  



 
RACE 9 – 12,500 – 15,000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – REGGIE RAIDER – Changes classes this week after being a bit overmatched in NW8 last time.  Won 
his previous start in conditioned claimers from an inside post, and draws inside today.  We’ll get a good 
idea today of how he’ll fit in this level.   
 
2 – MAYTIME TERROR – Claimed two starts ago for 13,000 and immediately dropped by $500, then re-
claimed last week by the previous connections.  He’s not as sharp as he had been, but the fact that they 
claimed him back shows that they believe he will still fit at this level.   
 
3 – INCREDIBLE DRAGON – Didn’t finish any higher than third in his first 15 starts of the year, but has 
now put together three straight very good miles and has earned a trip up in class.  He’s a former open 
pacer, so the class jump today shouldn’t bother him one bit.   
 
4 – RUSTY CARTER – Had a tough trip last time and faded late after battling to the ¾ pole.  Finished 
fourth in his most recent Meadows start despite some road trouble, so he fits in here if the trip works 
out.  
 
5 – HRUBYS N LUCK – Comes off a huge win last time, overcoming post 9, making two moves, and 
drawing away by 4 lengths.  It was his best mile of the season by far.  Today, however, he steps up two 
classes, so if he goes to the front, the theory is that he will have better horses sitting behind him this 
time around.  However, if he goes in 1:51 again, they may not be able to catch him.   Merriman had a 
choice among 4 horses in here, and picked this one. 
 
6 – FINAL JUSTICE – Very sharp right now, and was claimed last time out, joining the Bresnahan Stable 
today.  He is versatile, and can challenge early or late, so the driver will have a choice to make out of the 
gate.   
 
7 – INNOCENT VICTIM – Another one that has versatility, showing gate speed last time after racing as a 
closer the previous start.  With an outside post and others inside with speed, he may be taking the more 
conservative route this week.   
 
8 – ULTIMATE G – Dropped to this level last time and used gate speed from the outside, holding on for 
third and only losing by a length.  May try the same route today.   
 
9 – WALKS OF LIFE – Despite racing mostly in claimers, this one has banked over $90,000 so far this 
year with 13 wins…but no wins in the last 5 starts.  Claimed last time from the powerful Allard barn, he’s 
a bit of a mystery today.  One thing is for sure, it appears as though he will be going for the early lead 
from the gate.   
 

 
SELECTIONS:  3-5-9-2 
 

  



 
 
RACE 10 – NW2 TROT  
 
1 – FORCA BARCA – Newcomer hasn’t been better than 4th all season long.  Shows some quicker times 
and gets the rail, but remember that times at Pocono are usually quicker than at The Meadows.   
 
2 – FOXY MISTRESS – Comes off a decent third place finish last time.  She’s still very inexperienced, and 
was forced to move up in class early after winning her career debut.  She’s coming around.   
 
3 – BLUE LINE SNIPER – 0-for-17 on the year, but has been close with 7 top-three finishes.  Comes off 
back to back second place finishes, a little closer each week.  Deserves to be one of the top choices 
today.   
 
4 – KOUNTRY QUEEN – Scored an upset win two starts ago, and followed it up with a good 4th last time 
in her debut in this class.  The entire Collins barn is sharp right now, and this one seems to have starting 
putting things together as a 4-year-old.   Draws a decent post today, should get away mid-pack and be 
able to move with cover.   
 
5 – WINNING GRACE – Won the NW1 class but has struggled a bit since moving up to this level, with a 
break and a 6th place finish.  However, if you read into the last line a little, it appears as though she was 
shuffled a bit, all the way to 8th in the stretch, then passed a few horses. She likely took a more 
conservative route last time due to the break the previous week.   
 
6 – AD HOC HANOVER – This one moves up in class from conditioned claimers.  Had a couple of close 
finishes there.  Has been consistently trotting in 1:58 and change, which could be enough for success in 
this group today.   
 
7 – IMA YANKEE – Recorded a big upset win in this class last week, and still fits the level under the 
career earnings tag to the condition.  Made a very good move, cleared and drew off in the final quarter.  
Certainly has to be a factor today in the same level.  
 
8 – LONG TERM DREAM – Went wire to wire as the favorite in NW1 last start, so she gets to move up in 
class today.  She may get pushed more this week from the outside post, so don’t look for a 1:00 half 
again this week.   
 
9 – RACE INTO SPACE – Post position hasn’t been kind to this one lately, with the second straight 9 
post.  However, finishing 5th from the outside is not bad at all, and this one has shown some closing 
speed in the past.  Needs to avoid getting into any kind of speed battle early.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  3-4-7-2 
 
 

  



 
 
RACE 11 – NW 3500 PACE 
 
1 – RUFFLE UP – This one makes his Burke Stable debut today after spending his entire 135-start career 
with Roger Hammer.  He drops in class, has a fast lifetime mark, and comes off some quick miles.  He will 
draw a ton of attention on the tote board.   
 
2 – GOGGLES PAISANO – Made his third start back after time off last week, but went the wrong 
direction.  Had been improving his time and finish the previous two starts but has the look of a longshot 
after last week’s 8th place finish.   
 
3 – BROOKLYN FLIGHT – Still hasn’t been better than 6th yet since returning to the races 7 starts ago.  
Will be a longshot again today.   
 
4 – CHAZMATAZZ – Had a second tier start in Ohio last time.  Raced well two starts ago, but this class is 
a bit tougher than what he was facing in Cleveland.  Has now had 4 starts back after an extended layoff, 
so he should be about ready to show his best.   
 
5 – ALLIE’S CRUISER – The trip clearly didn’t work out last time from post 10, so ignore that mile and try 
him again today.  This is the best post he’s had since June, so look for him to try to make the most of it 
and get to the front early.  
 
6 – DAFINATY – Still hasn’t been better than third all season, but is always a factor to be part of the 
superfecta ticket.  He’s rather consistent, and last week raced pretty well considering the tough trip he 
received.   
 
7 – R N NATE – Returns from the fair circuit.  Had faced some tougher classes in June at Pocono, so he’s 
not completely out of the question in here, but would bring a price if he were to get a win.   
 
8 – TERROR O – A very fast closer, he can always be counted on for a late rally.  Post 8 won’t make much 
of a difference for him.  He’ll get to the outside near the half, move with cover, and pass horses late.   
 
9 – CYRUS SEELSTER – An upset winner in this class two starts ago, he’s now drawn poor posts two 
straight weeks.  He’ll need a perfect trip to get there today, but he’s certainly fast enough and sharp 
enough right now to win in here if he gets some luck, especially with the post draw.   

 
SELECTIONS:   1-5-8-9 

  



 
RACE 12 – NW 11,500 TROT 
 
1 – GOODTOGO HANOVER – Ended her winless streak for the season last time, but the reward today is 
a tough class jump.  Still, she’s been here before and if things work out, she can compete with this 
bunch.  However, the rail isn’t the best starting spot for her.   
 
2 – EZ PASSER – Another one that comes off a win and has to move up in class today.  She’s a bit more 
versatile, so she can race from behind if the trip works out that way.   
 
3 – ITSGOODTOBEQUEEN – Broke last time, but gets her regular driver back this week.  The post also 
played into things last week, so ignore that mile and give her a look today.     
 
4 – BELLA’S PUNKETT – Finished third in this class last time, so she’s been relatively consistent since 
being claimed at Philly.  Has gate speed, look for her to use it again today and try to out-leave the inside 
three horses.   
 
5 – YOU’RE MAJESTIC – She’s been her own worst enemy lately, making breaks in three of the last 4 
times behind a gate.  She recovered quickly last time, made a 3-wide rally and was competitive in the 
top level, so if she stays on stride today, she could be a major factor in here.   
 
6 – SAINT BETH – Moves up in class a bit after putting in another good mile last time.  She seems to be 
a bit better when she gets closer to the front out of the gate, but also showed decent closing speed two 
starts ago.  Indof has a tough choice to make out of the gate, whether to challenge early or late.   
 
7 – DELCREST MAGICSTAR – Drops in class, and was a winner in her last start at this level. She hasn’t 
shown any early speed off the gate, but if she has any, you might see it today from this post.  She’ll be 
one of the top choices on the tote board.  Note that her last effort was in the Preferred against males.   
 
8 – DIRTY SECRET – Another one that is down in class, she has gate speed and closing ability but seems 
to prefer to race up front.  If she leaves today, she could end up being hard-used to get the front.   
 
9 – WHAMBAMTHANKUMAAM – Yet another one down from the top level, she gets the worst of the 
post draws.  She can leave, but again, there is plenty of speed to her left at the start.  Ideally she could 
perhaps leave a bit and drop in mid-pack, but those trips are hard to work out.  If she can work out a 
trip, she can beat this field.   

 
 

SELECTIONS:   5-7-8-9 
  



 
 
RACE 13 – NW 5000 PACE 
 
1 – MONTANA PABLO A – He’s showing signs of working his way back up the class ladder, coming off 
his first win in a while last time.  He’ll likely get away mid-pack from the gate, so he’ll need to work out a 
cover trip today. 
 
2 – BETTOR’S DREAM – Raced conservatively last week, which was no surprise since it was his first start 
in over three months.  This week, he figures to be stronger than last start, and he also gets a class drop.  
He’ll draw some attention as a Burke trainee.   
 
3 – TODDLER TANTRUM – Battled last time but tired late with a 30-second final quarter.  The question 
today is whether he will once again challenge early or take a more conservative route.  Post certainly 
works in his favor this week 
 
4 – CRANKIN IT UP – Won his last local start in late June, but has changed barns twice since then and 
today joins the Johnson Stable.  He’s a bit of a mystery in here today.   
 
5 – DEW N DOUGHNUTS – Cut the fractions last week but got caught late.  Moves up this week and 
faces some tougher foes, but draws a good spot.  The big question is whether or not he will go for the 
early lead in here this week.   
 
6 – R J P – He has struggled throughout the year and returns today after two more months off.  Qualified 
well, but has raced well in qualifiers before without finding success in pari-mutuel events.  He makes the 
race a bit tougher to handicap.   
 
7 – GOOD SIDE – Went to the front last time but the half was quick and he tired late.  Was bet to 3-5 in 
that race, so he had plenty of support, and could get some support on the board today as well.   
 
8 – V I P BAYAMA – Made a big move around the final turn last week, going from 8th to third.  Gets a 
class drop today and has gate speed, so don’t be shocked if he gets one of the first calls out of the gate. 
 
9 – HYPOTHETICAL – Moves up in class but wasn’t able to get a win in the lower level despite some 
good efforts.  Has the worst post for the second straight week and third time in the last four starts.   
 
10 – LORD OF WINTERFELL – He’s usually tough to beat in this level, but two things work against him 
today.  One, he’s a frontrunner that has a second tier start, and two, he hasn’t raced since July 14.  He 
will need to work out a trip in here.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   8-1-10-2-7 
 

 
 
 


